One moment around the world

Ryan lives in London. It’s five o’clock in the afternoon. It’s raining outside. Ryan is watching TV in the living room.

São Paulo is in Brazil. São Paulo is three hours behind London. What time is it in São Paulo?
It’s two o’clock in the afternoon in São Paulo.

Bruno lives in São Paulo. It’s two o’clock in the afternoon and Bruno has finished school. He’s playing football with his friends in the park.

Guadalajara is in Mexico. Guadalajara is six hours behind London. What time is it in Guadalajara?
It’s eleven o’clock in the morning in Guadalajara.

Elvira lives in Guadalajara in Mexico. It’s eleven o’clock in the morning and Elvira is at school. She is having a maths lesson.

Anchorage is in Alaska in the United States. Anchorage is nine hours behind London. What time is it in Anchorage?
It’s eight o’clock in the morning in Anchorage.

Logan lives in Anchorage in Alaska in the United States. It’s eight o’clock in the morning and Logan is having his breakfast.

Paris is in France. Paris is one hour ahead of London. What time is it in Paris?
It’s six o’clock in the evening in Paris.

Karima lives in Paris in France. It’s six o’clock in the evening and Karima is playing basketball with some school friends. She’s just put the ball in the basket.

Doha is in Qatar. Doha is three hours ahead of London. What time is it in Doha?
It’s eight o’clock in the evening in Doha.
Zeynep lives in Doha in Qatar. It’s eight o’clock in the evening. Zeynep is doing her homework on the computer. Her mum is helping her.

Bangalore is in India. Bangalore is five and a half hours ahead of London. What time is it in Bangalore?
It’s half past ten at night in Bangalore.

Sanjiv lives in Bangalore in India. It’s half past ten in the evening. Sanjiv is getting ready for bed. He’s brushing his teeth.

Osaka is in Japan. Japan is nine hours ahead of London. What time is it in Osaka?
It’s two o’clock in the morning in Osaka.

Mitsuki lives in Osaka in Japan. It’s two o’clock in the morning in Osaka. There is a storm and Mitsuki can’t sleep. She’s reading a comic.

Wellington is in New Zealand. Wellington is twelve hours ahead of London. What time is it in Wellington?
It’s five o’clock in the morning in Wellington.

Caleb lives in Wellington, New Zealand. It’s five o’clock in the morning here and it’s the start of a new day. Caleb is asleep.
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